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 FARLINGAYE HIGH SCHOOL 

HEADTEACHER’S REPORT TO THE GOVERNORS 

May 2019 
 
Student Population: Correct at 25/4/19  

  Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 All Years 
No in Yr 
Group 

305 297 296 295 292 218 208 1911 

Free 
School 
Meals 
Current 

9.51% 29 7.74% 23 9.46% 28 11.19% 33 5.14% 15 6.88% 15 1.92% 4 7.69% 147 

Pupil 
Premium 
FSM+Ever 
6 FSM + 
PLAC 

23.93% 73 23.91% 71 27.36% 81 29.49% 87 21.23% 62 13.30% 29 10.10% 21 22.19% 424 

Service 
Children 

2.30% 7 3.70% 11 3.72% 11 3.39% 10 4.79% 14 0.92% 2 2.40% 5 3.14% 60 

 
Staff Details: (Correct at 30/4/19)  
 
No. of Full Time Teaching Staff (Including 
Headteacher) 

 91 including those on maternity 

No. of Part Time Teaching Staff (FTE)  Headcount - 39 (FTE = 23.73) 

No. of Part Time Trainees (FTE)  2 (Graduate Interns) 

No. of Support Staff (FTE)  Headcount - 132  (FTE = 69.57) 

 
A Monitoring, Progress and Outcomes 
 
A1 Support for Exam Students (Ms Gilmour) 

 
Exam Preparation 

Guiding and supporting students in preparing for their exams is a high priority for us. Students will 

have had a Progress Dialogue with a member of staff. These sessions are intended to help all Year 11 

students to focus on the areas of study that they need to prioritise, in order to achieve well. 

Students and staff will have discussed study plans. A good ‘rule of thumb’ for this stage of the year is 

that students should be completing 10-15 hours of study outside of lessons per week, and this study 

should be high quality and focused on revision and preparation that addresses the individual 

student’s areas of greatest need. Parents are asked to reinforce the message at home by reminding 

students of the following key points about study:  

 Variety – don’t focus on one subject for too long as you can start to feel stuck (30-60 mins on 

one subject per study session is probably about right);  

 Breaks – build breaks for relaxation and sustenance into your plan. These help to keep your 

mind fresh;  

 Chunking – make sure you spread your hours into small chunks throughout the week. Trying 

to do 8 hours on a Sunday does not work for most students! 

 Rewards – build small rewards (e.g. social media time) into the plan, but make sure that 

these can be ‘claimed’ only once something has been done well;  
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 No distractions – there is scientific evidence to suggest that our brains lose capacity for 

memorising and processing if we have certain types of stimulus around us. TV is particularly 

bad, as is lots of movement and domestic noise. We all work best if we are able to find a 

place to focus on our work;  

 Active revision – research shows that we retain very little information if we simply read 

something. We need to do something with the information in order or it to ‘stick’ and for us 

to be able to apply it well. Creating mind maps or flow diagrams using our notes or books 

can be very helpful, as can answering questions that focus on the materials we are reading.  

Off Site Revision: 

Year 11 students all had access to an off-site revision day in the spring term. The days consisted of an 

introductory session on study skills and revision techniques, as well as subject specific preparation 

sessions for Maths, English and Science. There was also an early-evening session for parents and 

carers on the evening of Monday 18th March.   Exam preparation and revision sessions are ongoing  

in several subject areas, including Thursday afternoon sessions for English and Maths. A full list of 

exam preparation and revision sessions was published so families had access to all the information 

about what was on offer 

Rewards and sanctions: 

In order to encourage positive engagement with the preparation for the summer exams, the school 

is putting in place rewards and sanctions for Y11 students:   

Rewards:  

50% of the Prom ticket price refunded, if, during the period 24/2/19-24/5/19, the student has…  

 100% attendance (some exemptions apply – e.g. absences linked to ongoing medical 

conditions);  

 100% punctuality to lessons and registration (lateness due to delayed buses is exempted);  

 No missed lunchtime detentions, and fewer than 3 lunchtime detentions overall;  

 No ‘serious incident’ entries in the Behaviour Management section of our database;  

  No breaks or lunchtimes off-site without explicit authorisation in writing from the Year Co-

ordinator, or a member of the Leadership Team, and having completed the signing-out 

process;  

 At least 15 clubs or revision sessions attended and completed to a satisfactory level 

(students will be provided with a signing card for staff to fill in).  

Sanctions:  

 If seen off-site at lunchtime, or breaktime, the student concerned will be added to the 

lunchtime registration list (which removes the student from the list of those being 

considered for the reward of a 50% refund of the Prom ticket price), and the student will 

have to register at the Head’s office at 1.10, 1.25, 1.40 and 1.55 every day for a week. If the 

student fails to register, or is seen again off-site at breaktime or lunchtime, he or she will 

have a 2-hour detention with a senior member of staff after school, and the week of 

lunchtime registration will restart.  Failure to attend the 2hour detention will result in an 

exclusion.  

 

A2     Curriculum 

 

Ms Gilmour delivered a presentation to the Quality Committee on 7 May regarding Options for Year 

9 into 10 and for Year 11 into 12. Please see the Quality Committee Minutes for details. 
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A3      Pupil Premium (Mrs Rudge)  
 
We continue to build on good practice and to look at effective strategies to ensure that our PPG 
students have the best possible chances of success.  We are aware that our PPG gap at GCSE is 
stubborn and we are determined to close the gap as much as we can.  As part of this, Mr Hall and I 
attend the termly PPG South Suffolk meeting where school leaders share ideas. From these meetings 
we were able to invite Dan Jones, PPG lead from Springfield Teaching Alliance, to lead a session with 
middle leaders in March.  Springfield won the National Award for their PPG work in 2017 and it was 
helpful to see what strategies worked for them.  We will continue this input by looking at barriers to 
learning for PPG students and addressing these in our updated policy. 
 
The mentoring programme is in place for all Year 11 PPG students and provision of revision 
resources, stationery, uniform and music lesson are available to all PPG students in all years. 
PPG money funds 1:1 support for students in English, Maths and Science.  High quality small group 
teaching and focused feedback help students to make progress in these areas. PPG students are a 
standing item on faculty meeting agendas.  Staff continue to encourage all students to participate in 
extra-curricular activities and it is pleasing to note how many PPG students are involved in sports, 
drama and music events.  We have 6 PPG students doing their Bronze D of E in Year 10 and 4 PPG 
students in Year 11 doing their Silver. There are 17 students who attend reading club on a 
Wednesday who are PPG. 
 
We ran our usual catch-up evenings for students in November and March and these were attended 
by over 30 students on each occasion.  Thanks go to the staff who ran targeted revision and catch up 
sessions during this evening. 
 
Miss Ring (assistant year co-ordinator Year 7) ran an extensive questionnaire for PPG students in 
Year 7 in the first term.  This was followed up by a whole school trail looking at assessment and PPG 
students.  The result of the trail are attached.  PPG students in the school feel well-supported. 
 
Mr Fitch (head of PSHCE) has run a trial transition project working with PPG students from Year 6 
into Year 7.  Staff from the primary schools and students have been positive about the chance to talk 
about how the students are settling and progressing at Farlingaye. 
 
We have also trialled the Thrive programme at Farlingaye, with certain PPG students working with a 
practitioner once or twice a week on their personal development and emotional wellbeing. 
 
 
The funding allocation for 2018-19 in September 18 was as follows: 

Service or ever 6 services   60  @ £300     £18000.00 

FSM or ever6 FSM               283 @£935     £264605.00 

PLAC                                       10 @£2300     £23000.00 

Total for year £305605.00 paid every 3 months £76401.25 - this was adjusted in Jan 19 to £75700.00 

CIC paid by county to CIC/LAC pot Suffolk pay between £150-£600 per term per student, County will 

only pay out if specific claims on PEP’s so funding this year has been on the lower end of this scale. 

Other counties pay £600 per student per term. 

These figures were based on census January 2018 
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A4 Trail based on Progress with a focus on Pupil Premium March 2019 (Mrs Rudge)  
 

Focus areas: assessment; progress of PPG students 

Duration of trail:  Monday 18th March – Friday 22nd March; twenty-eight lessons visited across all 

faculties (except PE - GCSE practicals all week) 

Observations of good practice – common themes: 

 High expectations and high levels of engagement  

 Strong sense of purpose 

 Range of activities 

 Pace of learning adapted to students’ needs 

 Sustained concentration by students; confidence to tackle questions that are more 

challenging 

 Students willing to contribute 

 High levels of questioning from teacher + targeted questions / hinge questions 

 Modelling and model answers 

 Literacy – key words highlighted, quick spelling tests 

 Students confident to give viewpoints / ask for clarification 

 Students feel supported, enjoy lessons, can articulate their progress and know what they 

need to do to improve 

 Students take pride in their work; work books / folders generally reflect this 

Assessment 

 Assessment and feedback regular and meaningful 

 Ongoing feedback given as students develop a project 

 Students give own feedback and self-assessment in front of the class 

 Self-assessment seen in tasks 

 One to one feedback given in some cases 

 Use of triple stamp and green pen reflection 

 Most books marked regularly 

 Varied approaches to feedback including self-assessment, teacher corrections and target 

setting 

PPG students 

o PPG students were spoken to in 22 out of the 28 lessons (3 lessons - no PPG/bursary 

students) 

o Almost all PPG students interviewed are confident about their progress and feel supported 

o In most cases there was no difference in books / presentation between PP and non PP 

o Many PP students enjoy their lessons and show a very positive attitude 

o One PPG boy said “staff couldn’t do enough for him” 

o Many PPG students know their current grades / ATL grade + what they need to do to 

improve 

o 2 PPG students did not have books with them or had lost them 

 

PPG focus group interviews: 
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Nine students interviewed Year 7 – 11. All gave positive feedback about being known as an 

individual, supported, included and encouraged to take part in clubs and activities.  Two students 

said teachers did not check in on them in lesson; one student did not feel included in the tutor 

group. 

Next steps:  discussion at PPG group; LR to give HoFs copies of relevant feedback forms 

 

B Events (Concerts and Plays) 
 
B1 Fiddler on the Roof  
 
One standout event that I and so many of you enjoyed at the beginning of April was the senior 
production of Fiddler on the Roof. We have been delighted by the many messages from audience 
members bowled over by the quality of the performances. This was a fantastic show, with truly 
entertaining performances as well as a thought-provoking message delivered very skilfully. I would 
like to once again congratulate all of the students and staff involved – they all had an important role 
to play in creating this theatrical triumph. 
 
The following review appears in the school’s Forum: 
 
This year’s upper school musical production of Fiddler on the Roof took the exciting step of a new 
venue this year, performing in the Seckford Theatre. It was a wonderful opportunity for the students 
to experience a professionally set-up theatre and they rose to the challenge fantastically. Cast, 
musicians and crew spent months preparing, rehearsing, learning lines, songs and dances, designing 
and setting up the lighting and sound and staging, and it all came together in the last week of the 
Easter term. In total over 80 students were involved and every one of them worked so hard to 
produce a fantastic production over four nights.  

Beginning with a dress rehearsal to our feeder primary schools and managing to continue with their 
school work during the day, the show ran from Monday April 1-Thursday April 4. Because we were in 
another venue we also had to clear the theatre straight after the last night, so some students were 
putting in 14 or 15-hour days to make sure everything got done.  

As ever, the standard of performance was amazing, with notable performances from Sam Fortmann, 
Esme McLean, Kate Mellor-Hine, Tyghe Brown, Maddie Deans, Angel Fullthorpe, Maddie Venn, Alex 
Miller, Tom Brierly and Jon Llewellyn. Dance captains Kate Mellor Hine, Heather Needle, Xanthe 
Robson and Grace Moussa worked hard to make sure dances were led and learnt effectively. The 
band were amazing and utterly professional with some very difficult music – special mention to Eliza 
Burkitt who also took the visible role of the ‘Fiddler’ and had to climb and descend a vertical tower 
several times a performance! Finally a mention to the technical crew who are often the unsung 
heroes, making everything run smoothly behind the scenes. Special thanks here go to stage manager 
Emily Richards, Annabel Kimber, Charlotte Davey, Nathan Godding, Jack Goodwin and Tom Clow.  

Well done to everyone, though, as every single person was a vital part of the success of the whole. 

The audience gave a fantastic reception to the show, with the theatre sold out for the last two 
performances. Comments from students and audience members include: 

“For us it was exhilarating to be able to rise to the challenge of playing such technically-difficult and 
unusual music. We had a ridiculous amount of fun over the three months!” Sukey and Katya 
Bathgate in the band 

“It was wonderful to have the opportunity to perform in a fully equipped theatre. I felt the cast were 
incredibly supportive of each other and worked amazingly well together to bring the show to life - 
L’Chaim!” Mia Grist, chorus 

“Tradition!” Nathan Godding, lighting designer 
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“We thoroughly enjoyed Fiddler on the Roof and this is to pass on our thanks and admiration to one 
and all. What a fantastic and lively performance and packed full of talent. We were bowled over!” 
from a proud grandparent 

 
B2 Music Roundup   
 
It has been another action-packed term of music making. Students have been busily preparing for 

ABRSM, Rock and Pop and Trinity exams.  We have had our “Spring Showcase” where Farlingaye 

students played alongside primary students and their staff.  This was a collaborative evening that 

offered instrumentalists the chance to play with concert band and smaller specific groups, created 

especially for the event. The audience was also given the opportunity to see our Big Band in action 

with a number from “Fiddler on the Roof”. This is an important event to show younger students 

what they could be involved in when they join Farlingaye. 

 

Sinfonia and Big Band performing at Snape was a real highlight for the department.  Snape Maltings 

is such a wonderful venue to play in, a real opportunity for the students. 

In the Spring term, musicians have been rehearsing for “Fiddler on the Roof”.  The music has a 

tremendous energy and drive. It is really challenging with sudden key changes and tempo changes.  I 

know that students have worked independently to master their parts which is why it is sounding so 

good. At the time of writing this we are just about to start the show run. 

 

As ever it is a real pleasure to work with the musicians. Thanks again to parents and governors  for 

your unstinting support. 

  

B3 Enterprise Day  
 
On Wednesday February 14th, all Year 9 Farlingaye High School students had their annual 

opportunity to participate in an exciting Enterprise Day with BT. 

Students participated in this wonderful business simulation at Adastral Park, Martlesham Heath, for 

a full day of tasks and activities related to working in the business environment with the challenges 

of running their own business. This is the 20th year that Farlingaye and BT have been collaborating in 

this venture and the event has continued to grow every year in both its complexity and success. 

300 Year 9 students had been working within their 22 separate micro-companies for the previous 

month and a half, developing their business with their own structures, strategies and through 

completing tasks in order to sell ‘their’ brand of cars to a global market. 

Teams earned “money” from completing a range of group based and individual tasks and activities 

and used the financial rewards from these to buy resources from the stock market, commodities 

exchanges and banks to further their business. They also needed to participate in a Dragons’ Den 

style presentation to gain further business investment for their venture with many teams putting on 

very professional displays. 

Teams have been organising their company structures, with designated official roles, preparing 

marketing portfolios, websites and presentations. This year technology really took hold with many 

teams creating online adverts, animations, websites and the use of other digital media to support 

their efforts. The Enterprise Twitter account was buzzing before the day with questions and 

promotional material very much reflecting the media age we now live in. 
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We streamed the day live to school and it was watched by students and staff on screens around the 

school and on the network at break and lunch. Our dedicated media team also put a great video 

together reflecting the challenges and fun students had on the day. 

Alongside the Enterprise event, the teams must also earn money for charity to emphasise the need 

to think about their wider corporate social responsibility. This was real money. This year was more 

innovative than ever before with ‘soak the teacher stalls’, cake sales, computer gaming, car washes, 

games and busking! Over £2400 was raised by student activity in their lunchtimes and this has been 

donated to the Children’s Charity ‘Barnados’ once again – with very impressive efforts from Tristan 

Whittle and Harrison Strand who alone raised over £400 with a sponsored climb. 

Year 9 students have much to be proud of; they have raised money for charity, behaved impeccably, 

met and overcome the challenges of the day. 

This year the 2019 winning team was: Mogycar: Tristan Whittle (CEO), William Lawrence, Sebastian 

Morgan, Harrison Oakley-McCann, Sinead O'Reilly, Lucy Potter, Emily Rushworth, James Russell, 

Harrison Strand, Benjamin Syrett, Summer White, and Tehya Wyard. 

30 Economics and Business A Level students also helped make the day possible along with the 

wonderful staff from BT.  

The school really values the business links established with BT and a huge thank you must go to 

them for hosting and working so hard on this event. Particular thanks should go to both Kevin Peirce 

and Andrew Trawford who are the key people to make this day as enjoyable as it is. 

 
B4 FHSF Activities (Mr Moran)  
 
The FHSF has a small, but dedicated committee, who work hard to support the needs of our school. 

They play a vital part in the smooth running of our annual programme of events. 

So far this year they have held their own fund raising event such as a Craft Fair and a quiz night. They 

also serve refreshments at all school events. 

The Craft Fair raised nearly £2000 last year and is regularly our largest single event in terms of profit. 

Although the event was well attended numbers were down from previous years. For this coming 

November the committee took the decision to widen the appeal making it an Arts and Gifts Fair. 

The Quiz Night is always a very popular event with nearly 200 people taking part. The event raised 

over £1500. Ian Piddington, once again, acted as quiz master. He writes and delivers the quiz giving it 

a unique appeal. The bar and food were also excellent as always contributing to an enjoyable 

evening, as well as raising money for the school. 

The FHSF funds are increasingly being used to support our students learning. Teachers have been 

keen to develop their use of computers and projectors in the school and we were able to offer them 

Surface Go computers which connect wirelessly to the projectors. This enables the teacher and 

students to write on the board from anywhere in the room increasing the variety and interactivity in 

lessons. We also purchased 6 visualizers. Again these allow sharing of work and ideas with the class 

and help with demonstrations. 

All year 9 students benefitted directly from FHSF fund raising last year as this paid for them to have a 

first aide course and also half of the cost of the Humanutopia event. 

In the summer the FHSF will have a presence at the Mini Music Fest and a new group of parents are 

planning a car boot sale. This is a new event and we hope will be successful. 
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We would really like to attract new committee members. If the governors could be of any help in 

encouraging this it would be appreciated. 

 
C Competitions and Extra Curricular Projects 
 
C1 Teen Tech National Finals  
 
Review taken from the Forum, written by Alice Gilman Earle in 9G.  
“On February 26th, Joash Jennis, Tristan Whittle, Harry Lansley and I went on a fantastic trip to 
Buckingham Palace after winning the Teen Tech national finals for 2017-18. We received our 
certificates from HRH Duke of York Prince Andrew and even spent time discussing our ideas with 
him.  
 
There were teams from all around the country at the Palace who had won for different categories, 
and it was good to spend time looking at their ideas and talk to the competition sponsors. 
Everywhere in the Palace looked amazing and the room we were in, which overlooked the Queen’s 
gardens, had gold ceilings, marble pillars and red carpets. The trip was such an amazing once in a 
lifetime opportunity, which we will forever remember.” 
 
 
 
 
  
 
C2  Endeavour City of Tomorrow Challenge  
 
After months of investigation, dedication and collaboration, Year 7 Endeavour students had the 

chance to showcase their projects for the national TeenTech City of Tomorrow challenge in February 

to relatives, staff and judges. Throughout the scheme students have met regularly to learn about the 

materials, technology and styles of residential homes of the future. This led to unique designs which 

were then built at lunchtime sessions. Models had to be on a footprint of A4 and made using 

recycled materials or materials up to a £10 cost. Creativity was encouraged and the students rose to 

the challenge. Judges, including the Suffolk Chairman of RIBA, were hard pushed to reach a decision 

as to which two groups would represent the school at the national final at the Emirates Stadium in 

May. In the end a decision had to be made and Team 1 which included Oscar Karta-Smith, Noah 

Woodhouse, Jack Shemmings, Aston Kingsford-Bere and Sam Barr and Team 7 with Bela Leith, 

Gabriel Sawrey-Cookson and Theo Steventon-Barnes were announced overall winners. 

 

C3  Green Council  
 
As a part of the Green Council's involvement in the Green Trees for Schools Award Scheme, they 

invited Year 8 to take part in the Woodland Trust's 'Finding a View' photography competition.  This 

required pupils to photograph a woodland setting in order to promote and share the importance of 

trees in our everyday lives. The judges found it extremely difficult to find a winner due to the 

excellent quality of the photograph entries, but after much deliberation the winning photograph was 

by Alice Potter, which showcased how light and trees together can remind us of the beauty in 

nature.  

 

C4  Art Faculty Charity Canvas Project  
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This term we have donated a large painted landscape to a local organisation, "The Eastern 
Community Assistance Team". 
Here at Farlingaye Art Department we are delighted to have the opportunity to contribute to our 
local community. We feel it is important for our students to experience the positive impact that 
creative arts can have in a wider context. Our Sixth Form students were excited to be creating a 10' x 
8' canvas artwork for the EA-CAT charitable organisation and really pleased to support in helping to 
promote the services they provide. The Year 12 students who designed and created the canvas were 
Ella Double, Rebecca Newman, Dan Morgan, Maia Siveraj and Juliana Love who completed the 
project collaboratively in their free time.  
  

C6 SAM Learning Awards  
 
Thank you to Mr Williams for all his work on this initiative to support our students with their 
revision. This report appeared in a recent forum. 
 
“What a fantastic set of Year 11 students we have this year. Collectively they have completed so far 

over 5500+ hrs on revision with the subscription website Samlearning.com. Most of this time has 

been spent outside of lessons and at home working on it by themselves.  

Dr Sievewright gave out small prizes as a well done to the top five students in terms of use this year.  

They were:- Spencer Lane, Izaak De May, Ryan Bailey, Lily Ginger, Ellie-May Moody.  

This week in the Year 11 assembly another 80+ students were given award certificates for the hours 

they have completed over and above 20 hrs+.  

Nationally results show many thousands of schools use samlearning to help students kickstart 

revision and we are pleased to have made it available again this year to all Year 10 and 11 students.   

Well done to Year 11 for the hard work outside of school on this revision website. We wish them 

every success in their exams.” 

 

C7 Table Tennis  

On Sunday 4 February, Farlingaye students competed in the superbly organised Suffolk Table Tennis 
event at Stowupland High School. Henry Shaw (pictured below on the right) won silver medal and 
James Elias was the Group 2 winner in the U13 Boys’ competition.Isaac Wells won Bronze in the U16 
Boys. Ryan Bailey made the U16 Boys’ quarter finals and Hector Edge the U16 semi finals. 
 
C8  Farlingaye Flyers  
 
Farlingaye Flyers are continuing their winning streak. The Flyers really are going from strength to 
strength this season, and their current run makes this their most successful season to date! They 
have qualified for County Championships in April, Eventers Challenge Championships in May, 
Hickstead Elite Finals in August, National Championships in October, and Plate Championships in 
November. Well done to everyone. 

  
D Whole School Developments 
 
D1 Sixth Form Open Evening and Sixth Form Applications  
 
A successful evening was held in January and  330 students have applied to our Sixth Form so far 
(117 are external and 213 are from Farlingaye).  We have just held interviews for all those who 
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applied.  Thanks to all the staff who give up evenings to do this and particular thanks to Mrs 
Hearnden and Mr Lampard for all their organisation of this.   
 
D2      Year 7 Applications  
 
We received 636 applications (includes 2nd and 3rd choices) and we are currently at 308 (with a 
current waiting list of 78) – our PAN is 297.  We continue to undertake much of the process 
ourselves and huge thanks go to Carmen Cooper for all she has done.  Louise Gilmour attends all our 
appeals and does excellent work preparing for these and having an oversight of all our admissions 
procedures. 
 
D3 School Improvement Plan and SEF  
 
At Farlingaye High School the core business that all members of staff are engaged with is as follows: 

safeguarding students and providing them with a stimulating, challenging and supportive 

environment within which they can flourish; developing students’ love of learning and allowing them 

to make rapid and sustained progress within and beyond the classroom.  

In addition to our regular tasks designed to carry out the core business of the school, each year we 

address key development priorities, identified through our self-evaluation processes. 

Our key development priorities for 2018-19 build on the priorities identified in 2017-18 and are as 

follows: 

1. Developing and implementing a coherent and effective Character Development programme 

to promote student wellbeing and preparation for life 

2. Developing systems and approaches that engender positive Behaviour for Learning among 

students, that in turn improves the learning environment for all students 

3. Developing and implementing Quality First Teaching approaches that allow all students to 

make good progress, regardless of their starting points or needs 

All departments are making good use of the Faculty / Year Group / SLT plans to monitor 
departmental progress and governors have been receiving regular updates via the Quality 
Committee on the 3 identified priority targets: (see Quality Committee minutes for details). Faculty 
Improvement Plans are all published on the Secure Governors area for information and use when 
carrying out link visits. Our thanks to link governors for their commitment. Staff are very grateful for 
the interest and opportunities to discuss plans with their faculty link governors. 

 
The SIP for 2019/2020 will be worked on through the summer term and will be ready in draft form 
for governors to see in the autumn. 
 
The SEF Report continues to be updated regularly with input from AS and SLT. 
 
D4 Careers - Skills Builder  
 
For over a year now, we have been working with Skills Builder Partnership to develop the eight 
Essential Skills that underpin success at every stage of life: they unlock learning while at school, 
ensure young people are fully prepared for the independence of university and college, and 
empower people to land their dream job. 
 
Recently, Year 8 students were given the opportunity to apply their skills practice and take on the 
Operation Moonbase mission on their exciting Challenge Day. Tasked to find a way to help solve the 
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problem of a booming population, students worked in teams to establish a new society on a distant 
moon. They explored their Leadership Skills by becoming managers, selecting a crew to support 
them on their mission, as well as taking responsibility for designing a constitution of laws as 
politicians. Applying their Problem Solving and Teamwork Skills at the highest standard, they created 
their dream cities within tight budgets and even tighter deadlines. Teams were challenged to use 
their Creativity Skills when taking on the role of architects and builders to make their ideal 
moonbase come to life in model form. The day culminated in a test of the learners' Presenting Skills 
as they put together a persuasive pitch to advertise their new society. In what was a very tight 
timescale, the students rose to the occasion and should be extremely proud of their efforts. 

  
D5  Visitors to the School (linked to NLE, Leading Edge and Teaching School work) and support 

given to other schools. (Mrs Sciberras) February to end of April 2019  
 

Visitor Name: Date of Visit: 
No. 
days: 

Department 
to visit: 

Department 
Contact: Reason: 

Sylwia Mazur 28/02/2019 1 Art 
T 
Hetherington Informal SCITT trainee interview 

Patricia Lawrence 13/03/2019 1 Science C Moran SEP Visit 

Billie-Jean Bradley 14/03/2019 1 History N Webb SEP Visit 

Chloe Stopher 15/03/2019 1 (pm) Biology 
P Smith/C 
Moran/SLU Interview for SCITT trainee placement 

Rachel Van 
Greuning 19/03/2019 1 Humanities N Webb SEP Visit 

Elliot Cook 29/03/2019 1 (am) History 
P Smith/L 
Snoxell Interview for SCITT trainee placement 

Eleanor Love 23/04/2019 1 (pm) English 
P Smith/P 
Mardle Interview for SCITT trainee placement 

 
 
E     Curriculum Developments – (Ms Louise Gilmour) see Quality Committee minutes 
 
E1     Will use document from Quality Committee. 
 
E2      Endeavour Developments (Mr Hawtin) April 2019 
 
The Endeavour team includes Mr Hawtin as lead co-ordinator and one member of staff from each 
faculty acting as a subject link. Together regular meetings have been held to discuss events, methods 
for monitoring students and ideas to implement challenging practice to the whole school.    
 
In dialogue with Dr Sievewright in Dec 2016, a change in policy reflected by a growth mind-set & 
character education approach led to the development of the Endeavour group as opposed to more 
commonly termed ‘Most Able’. I am very pleased with how this name has been embedded widely 
into the school community and is now commonly used correctly. CPD is offered to NQT’s to help 
share the work we do and to promote growth mind-set model thinking. 
 
Students are considered for the Endeavour programme via attitude to learning as well as having 
capability in lessons to a standard above that of average. Students can be added to the programme 
at any stage of their school career to ensure that those who merit a place will be included. Typically 
this will happen after formal reports which are assessed for those with consistently high attitudes to 
learning. Faculty links will assess students with their teaching teams and can nominate students who 
would benefit from a place on the programme from their subject areas. Ensuring the cohort does 
not grow to unmanageable numbers continues to be under review to ensure the delivery of events 
maintains quality.  
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To support our lower school intake, we have asked some of our top performers to become 
Ambassadors for Endeavour. They will help establish a consistent relationship for the varying year 
groups, assist with guest visitors and help organise and run larger events. 
 
We have now established a strong year 7 settling in activity via the STEM charity Teen Tech, called 
the City of Tomorrow challenge. These type of challenges ensures the incoming students have a pro-
longed opportunity to work collaboratively to form relationships. This particular task has involved 
weekly meetings learning about future technology, materials and building styles likely to be used. 
Students in groups then applied this knowledge to design a public building of the future. Students 
modelled their ideas using a combination of CAD/CAM and recycled material. The showcase of final 
work at Farlingaye was well attended by outside STEM ambassadors, teaching staff, students and 
parent/carers allowing the school to welcome the local community to view the results of the hard 
work. The head judge was the Chairman of Suffolk RIBA which added extra weight to the event. The 
esteemed panel selected two teams to represent the school at the National final held at the 
Emirates Stadium in London whereby both teams experienced a variety of activities and won 
categories linked to design. A review of this project has confirmed how valuable it is to form early 
relationships for Endeavour students in year 7. 
 
A significant success for our Endeavour students came with our first entry of the Teen Tech Awards 
in 2018. From 17 groups of year 8 & 9 students, 2 teams successfully won their chosen categories in 
the nationwide competition. In 2019 they enjoyed a prize giving ceremony at Buckingham Palace, 
hosted by HRH Duke of York. This scheme offers students the chance to further their skills with a 
project of their choice and is a natural succession to the more dictated year 7 project. It also offers 
students a chance to seek outside specialists to aid their progress with an in school staff member 
acting as a mentor to ensure students feel well supported. 
 
The monitoring of our Endeavour students has continued in accordance with our policy. Faculty link 
staff receive 4Matrix training on methods to monitor their students and a copy of any student 
dialogue is now passed on to the appropriate faculties, which allows classroom teachers to be aware 
of what has been discussed and how they can help to tackle any issues arising from the 
conversations. An organised folder has been designed and handed out to all link staff responsible for 
Endeavour students in which important data can be referred to. 
 
Other areas of focus for the team include using an external company which specialises in one day 
events to further our links with specialist agencies. Thinkers in Education have been booked to 
provide a highly anticipated Survival event for year 8 students in June.  
 
Additionally we have produced and maintain a dedicated web-site for the Endeavour programme 
which can be found at www.farlingaye.wixsite.com/endeavour and a dedicated twitter account is 
regularly updated. 
 
E3 Library Activities (Mrs Mason) 
 
Book Mastermind- We attended the Area Final at Ipswich Academy and our contestant Matilda 

Sheldrake 9R came 4th. Schools that attended were, Ipswich Academy, Ipswich High School, 

Copleston High School, St Josephs and Claydon High School. Matilda’s chosen book was The 

Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society. We are attending the County Finals on Friday 3rd May.  

Library Activities- Carrying on with the library activities, year 7 have attended the following:  

Activity 9 -Reading for pleasure, we looked at different genres of fiction.  

http://www.farlingaye.wixsite.com/endeavour
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Activity 10- Creative Writing- students were given objects and had to write a short story using the 

objects.   

Activity 11- Mini Golf with a difference, students completed a mini golf course with books.  

Activity 12- Book parodies- Students have been tasked with making their own Parody.  

Readathon- on World Book day we held the Readathon in the library, 198 students took part, 

students at present have raised over £2.500. The following staff read to the students, Mr 

Macdonald, Mr Fitch, Mrs Frost, Mrs Mason, Ms Tyndale-Hardy, Mr Brooks, Mr Daly, Mr Smith, and 

Mr Fitch and Kevin Woods from Just 42. Thank you to Ms Anderson, Miss Gee and Mrs Houston who 

helped. Students really enjoyed the day.  

Clubs in the library – All clubs are still running as normal.  

Battle of the Books- We are taking part this year in Battle of the Books with Kesgrave and Thomas 

Mills. The final heat will take place at Thomas Mills Thursday July 4th.  

Donation- We have received a very kind donation from a grandparent of a student. The donor 

wishes to stay anonymous. The donor every month is leaving us £50 at Browsers Bookshop to spend 

on books.  

Contemplation Room- I have created a contemplation room in the library, I have purchased helpful 

mental health and self-help books, magazines to help students. Students can access this room during 

break or lunch.  

Creative Writing- We have entered a writing competition run by Young Writers.  We are waiting to 

hear if we have been successful.  

 

Library System- At present we use eclipse library system. After research I have decided to move to a 

new system, Infinity, PSP. I met with Bungay and Kesgrave  and we are all going to use the same 

system.  

F        Teaching and Learning  
 
F1 CPD Programme (Mr P Smith) 
 
Our in-house CPD programme has provided staff with a variety of CPD opportunities with a 
particular focus on student achievement and attainment over the term.  Sessions have allowed for 
teachers to focus upon their own practice and this identification of key areas for development can 
help to improve our own work in lessons.  We are very grateful to all the teachers who give up so 
much time to plan, develop and lead training sessions for others.  We have looked to develop a more 
bespoke programme for staff and offered three specialist pathways focused on Teaching and 
Learning priorities within the school.  This has proved successful this year and offered something 
different to staff. 
 
F2      Staff Development (Mr P Smith)  
 
The school also looks to continue development of pathways for those seeking to join the profession.  
We have hosted a large number of experience days at the school for those looking to gain a taste of 
what teaching is like, and this has led to several applications for training places.  We have also 
continued our successful graduate intern programme this year and we will look to develop this 
further into next year, as we see it as an effective way of “growing our own” teachers of the future. 
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F3      Teaching School Developments (Mr P Smith) 
 
The Teaching School’s work this term continues to focus on the recruitment and training of those 
new to the profession.  The local picture though reflects national concerns regarding teacher 
recruitment with local providers reporting less applications for training places across all subject 
areas.  This shortfall is worrying and is a key reason why we continue to explore other avenues to 
introduce potential teachers to the profession.  Despite this I’m pleased to report we have awarded 
two training places for next year in Science and English, two subject areas that are historically 
difficult to recruit to, and have further interviews for potential trainees planned for the near future.  
We have also agreed to continue with our successful Graduate intern programme. 
 
G Sports and PE (Ms Alexander)  

 
The spring term finished with some very good results; 4 of the boys Football teams reached the Cup 
semi Finals and the year 7 have progressed to the final which is being played next week. The year 7 
team look very promising and are very committed to their training, their best result so far is getting 
to the last 32 of the National Cup! The sixth form team won the East Anglian League in Football and 
were one of our teams getting to the County Cup semi-finals too. 
 
The year 10 boys Rugby team finished second in the County and we had our first girls Rugby 
tournament for the U13 age group and the students did very well! 
 
Handball is getting to the closing stages and both the U13 girls and U15 boys have reached the 
County finals 

We have a lot of athletics fixtures in the next few weeks and cricket for both girls and boys will be 
starting. The girls U15 team won the County indoor Final and have their Regional Final in Cambridge 
this week. 

The National indoor rowing championships always prove hugely popular and this yaer they were 
held at one of the Olympic venues. Mr Hall has committed so much time and enthusiasm to this 
group of students and it wa sso lovely to se ethem perfrm so well at maximal levels. Tom Bethell 
finished second overall and we had 3 year 7 girls in the top 13 at National level which is hugely 
impressive. 

It continues to be very busy and we can't fault the enthusiasm of the students in getting involved! 

H BUILDING AND REFURBISHMENT WORKS AND HEALTH & SAFETY (Mr Jameson) 
 
Building Report: 
 
The following report covers the period 10th February 2018 to 1st May 2018: 

•         CIF Roof Bid Phase 1 approved by Education and Skills Funding  
          Agency (ESFA) 
•      Healthy Pupils Capital Fund bid declined by ESFA 

•      Long Jump run up works completed and used during PE exam 

•      Redecoration of Drama entrance and corridor 

•      Redecoration of 1st floor Maths corridor 

•         Sewage Pumps serviced 
•         Science team room chairs replaced as unsafe and end of life 
•         2 Number replacement teaching desks installed as existing  
           unrepairable.  
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•         New Kitchen flooring installed at perimeter of room and other flooring repairs 
undertaken 

•         Winter sports taken down and remarked for summer sports on playing  
           fields. 
•         Hot water boilers serviced in team rooms and staff area 
•         New alarm system fitted for sewage plant. 
•         5 year fixed wiring Electrical testing undertaken for New Hall, LRC, Deben, Humanities 

and part of main building. Small remedial works required 
•         Fire alarm/ Emergency lighting checks undertaken by specialist 
•         Routine Water checks undertaken by specialist 
•         Intruder alarm serviced 
•       Statutory Air Conditioning inspection report (TM44) undertaken and 

      report received 

•         Fan convectors serviced across site 
•        Partial re-tiling in kitchen to replace damaged tiles 

•        Defective lights in New Hall repaired 

•        Creative Arts Kilns repaired following service inspection and identified  

       faults 

•        Heating radiators serviced 

•        3 number Lifts serviced 

•        New entrance matting installed in LRC entrance to reduce dirt and  

       mud into building 

•        Humanities Seating project, Planning approval received. Start onsite 

       6th August 

•        Creative Arts carpets cleaned & reception chairs steam cleaned 

•        Fitness Suite equipment 6 monthly service- Repairs required to  

       equipment 

•        6th form car park repairs to wooden railing and marked out to denote 

       parking bays 

•        Heating Building Management System serviced and inspected, repairs 

       required 

•        Chewing gum removal undertaken around the site. 

•        Piano Tuner serviced equipment 

•        Repairs to roller blinds in M6 by specialist. 

 
I2.      Health & Safety: 
 

 Additional electrical power sockets installed in A10 to limit trailing cables 

 Dining Hall Shutters inspected and serviced. No faults. 

 24 number window restrictors fitted to 1st floor 6th form building to improve safety. 

 Loose Paving slabs around site reset 

 Yellow Edge painting to signify change of height on external steps commenced 

 Additional timber fencing built around new Gardening area outside S2 

 Faculty risk assessments returned and now being reviewed 

 4 number school staff have undertaken and passed mini bus driver assessment 

 New external lights fitted onto fitness suite to improve safety for external hirers 

 Electrical supply serving water coolers in Library and main building fitted with increased 
electrical safety devices 

 Asbestos survey completed for all buildings. 
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 Astor Bannerman serviced, inspected and certified 6th form changing table. No faults 

 CCTV annual service- small repairs undertaken 

 Quarterly Shower heads descale and chlorination 

 New Hall Audience seating system inspected and certified. Repairs required 

 Survey of site windows completed by in house team. Schedule of works to follow 

 Thermostatic mixing valves checked and further installed in Creative Arts WC’s, LRC Wc and 
6th form to improve safety. 

 New external light outside Science entrance installed to improve safety. 
 
J Safeguarding Report: (Ms Hankers) 
 
This report covers the period from January 2019 to May 2019. 
Staffing: 
There have been no changes to staffing since the last report. Documentation such as the visitor’s 
handbook, the safeguarding and policies have been updated with the new safeguarding team.  
Policies: 
The peer on peer abuse policy has been updated by Claire Hankers and is waiting on approval from 
the governors, and the safeguarding policy has been updated in line with the KCSIE (2018) guidance 
and is also awaiting approval. Jade Messer the online safety lead is in the process of updating the 
online safety policy.  
Training: 
Since January there have been 3 sessions of safeguarding inductions attended by new members of 
staff, this session outlines the safeguarding procedures at Farlingaye and highlights the 4 main types 
of abuse and how to recognise it. There has also been 2 longer introduction to Safeguarding training 
sessions with about 20 attendees, this goes in to more depth about current safeguarding issues 
(FGM, County Lines etc), relevant policies and guidance and looks at local case studies. These 
training sessions have been led by Claire Hankers and Louise Gilmour as they have attended the 
School’s Choice ‘Train the Trainer’ training, which is compulsory before delivering training. Those 
who have attended this training will have the details recorded on the Single Central Record.  
All alternate DSL’s are now up to date with the training as well as their Working Together 
qualifications.  
Jade Messer has now also received her online safety lead training.  
WRAP training has been completed by Louise Gilmour and Claire Hankers.  
Government online FGM training completed by the safeguarding and senior leadership team – to be 
completed by year co-ordinators. 
In March a survey was sent out to staff, based on the key safeguarding issues mentioned in the KCSIE 
(2018) Part 1, Annex A document, this enabled staff to decide on what safeguarding topics they 
would like more information on. Recently a factsheet has been made available to all staff on the 
theme ‘Children and the court system.’ 
Day to day running of the team: 
Guidance has been given to all staff on using the electronic recording system ‘My Concern.’ The 
guidance gives practical advice on how to raise a concern and also gives examples of ‘urgent’ and 
‘non-urgent concerns.’ However it has been made clear to staff that if they are unclear whether to 
use My Concern for non-urgent issues or complete an urgent safeguarding form then they can come 
and discuss with the safeguarding team.  
My Concern is checked throughout the school day for any concerns raised, this means that although 
it is deemed non-urgent it will still be picked up and triaged on the same day.  
If a safeguarding issue has been reported via the urgent safeguarding form then once this concern 
has been dealt with it will be recorded on My Concern. 
Year co-ordinators have been given further guidance on their roles and responsibilities of keeping 
their years recording logs on My Concern up to date rather than it just being the responsibility of the 
safeguarding team. 
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These two pieces of guidance have been rolled out to ensure there is a consistent safeguarding 
process throughout the school. 
Below is a breakdown of cases that are either at TAC, CIN, SWA (social work assessment), CP or have 
police involvement.  

Year Group  TAC (Tier 2)  CIN (Tier 3)  SWA CP (Tier 4) Just Police 
Involvement. 

7 7 0 0 1 1 

8 3 1 0 0 0 

9 4 1 1 0 0 

10 5 3 1 0 0 

11 2 1 0 0 0 

12 1 0 0 0 0 

13 1 
 
1 (ACS) 

0 0 0 0 

Total 23 
1 ACS 

6 2 1 1 

 
 
 
Referrals to CYPS (Children and Young People Services): 
Since January there have been 12 multi-agency referral forms to Customer First. 
7 of these referrals have resulted in the young person and family being supported through the CAF 
process.  
2 have gone for a social work assessment and led to police investigations. 
2 historic issues no further action for social services or the police, however school to refer to 
specialist agencies for support.  
1 referral had an outcome of ‘needs of the young person to be managed by the school.’ 
Alongside safeguarding referrals and CAF referrals, the safeguarding team and year co-ordinators 
are, on a regular basis, also referring to the school nurse, Just 42 mentoring, 4YP counselling and 
youth justice.   
Safeguarding Meetings: 
There have been two safeguarding meetings since January. These have been on 06/02/19 and 
02/04/19. These have been well attended by internal members of staff and external agencies.  
There has been an emphasis on the SENCO attending due to some of the students with additional 
needs at Farlingaye being identified as vulnerable. This is important as one student who accesses 
learning support is currently involved in a police investigation, and another pupil was the 
perpetrator of peer on peer abuse which as a result a safeguarding referral was submitted. This 
emphasises the importance of joined up working with the SEN department. Prior to January the 
SENCO was not invited to the meetings.   
Children in Care: 
This is the breakdown of Children in Care current on roll at Farlingaye: 
 

Year Group Number of CIC  

7 1 

8 3 

9 3 

10 6 

11 2 

12 0 

13 1 
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There is a shared responsibility between the year co-ordinators and safeguarding team to ensure all 
Children in Care meetings have someone in attendance from Farlingaye.  
The PEP deadline for this term was 29th March, Clara led on this to ensure each Pupil had 
personalised targets to aim for rather than standard generic targets. Some pupils take part in this 
process and that is evident in the ‘pupil voice’ section. However not all engage, which can make it 
difficult to establish whether the pupil has met their targets.  
When a child in care also attends an alternative provision and is dual registered, we rely on input 
and feedback from the alternative education provider to ensure the PEP’s are completed, as they 
will often see the child on a more regular basis, this can sometimes impact the effectiveness of 
submitting the PEP to the virtual schools on time.   
Audits: 
In March 2019 under the Education Act (2002) the S175 / 157 Safeguarding Self-audit was 
completed by Louise Gilmour and Claire Hankers.  
Ideas for improvement for the upcoming year are: 

- Pupil surveys 

- Government FGM online training rolled out to the senior leadership team and to year co-

ordinators.  

- Peer on peer risk assessment to be completed with input from the school council 

- Early Help Information to be added to the prospectus. 

- CPD session on PREVENT  

- CPD session on online safety 

Sarah Harris is also completing an audit with the safeguarding team.  
Online Safety: 
Jade has set up an online safety student group as a result of the assemblies that took place, there 
will be another meeting in a couple of weeks.  
Online safety policy is in the process of being updated. 
Gangs Awareness: 
This term ‘Alter Ego’ Theatre Company delivered performances to all year 7 and year 8 students, this 
was based around County Lines and sensible decision making.  
The police are delivering assemblies to the whole school (Yr 7 – 11) week commencing 29/04.  
Josh Lampard is working closely with Teresa England (School liaison police officer) to develop a 
picture of behaviours and groups to enable focused support and intervention. 
Planned developments: 
Monday 20th may will be the first sixth form safeguarding meeting. Those attending will be the year 
co-ordinators for year 12 and year 13 as well as the head of sixth form. The first session will be 
discussing and compiling a list of the most vulnerable students. Moving forward after that will be 
looking at whether external partners need to be present.  
Farlingaye is currently using two recording systems. My Concern and the ‘hard’ safeguarding file. My 
Concern manages the day to day running of concerns and referrals are uploaded on to their as well 
as any evidence or work from a pupil that causes concern. When a concern is filed it is then printed 
out and added to the safeguarding file to ensure that if a pupil moves on the next education 
provider has a full picture of their safeguarding history. However maintaining two recording systems 
is time consuming. Moving forward a more effective way of storing the information will need to be 
looked in to and one system will need to be used.  
Following on from the virtual school’s conference, there will be a strong focus on the ‘journey’ that a 
Child in Care has been on. Any difficulties they have overcome and intervention they have had 
during their time at Farlingaye. This will be documented in their Child in Care file.  
Face to face CPD sessions to be arranged for staff on complex safeguarding issues. 

 
K Trips  
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News of Recent and Planned Trips  
 
Some details of the many and varied enrichment opportunities on offer to our students in recent 
months. We are very grateful to all our staff for their continued commitment to providing such an 
exciting programme. 

 
K1 Ski Trip Italy  
 
On Friday February 15th, 43 daredevil students and six excited teachers embarked on an epic 26-hour 

coach journey to Folgarida, Italy for a week of brilliant sunshine, stunning snow and top quality 

skiing. The group hosted the school’s best beginners ever, which made it particularly hard to choose 

the “most impressive” and “most improved” skiers for the awards night. The week was a great 

success with brilliant memories made and great fun had by all. The staff would like to thank the 

students for their humour and efforts during a week of endurance and impressive sporting prowess. 

 
K2 Art Trip Ipswich Art School  
 
Our Year 11 students engaged in a day’s study in Ipswich, visiting the Ipswich Art School, Ipswich 

Museum and Christchurch Mansion. We were treated to an encounter with the famous "The Kiss" 

sculpture by Rodin, along with the chance to see sculptures by renowned local artists.  

Students investigated the art on display in the Art School which was a celebration of Women’s Art 

through the ages. Bridget Riley, Maggi Hambling, Jelly Green and Sonia Delaunay were just some of 

the artists exhibiting work that varied from painting to print, drawing and sculpture.  

In the museum students recorded through drawing from the many artefacts and gathered ideas for 

their exam title of "Reflections". 

  

K3 Textiles Trip – Colchester  
 
Our A level Textiles students and teachers spent one of their lessons this term visiting an exhibition 

in Colchester at the Minories Gallery to gather ideas and inspiration for their exam work. We were 

excited to see the range of techniques and concepts on display in the "Wild: Art Textiles Made in 

Britain" exhibition. Artists such as Cas Holmes and Rosie James displayed works incorporating, dye, 

stitch, eco dyeing, print and mixed media sculpture. Our students came away from the exhibition full 

of ideas and excited about exploring new techniques. Cas Holmes came to visit the students for a 

day’s workshop where the lucky A Level students were able to experiment with printing techniques, 

using materials, such as brocade, lace and textured wallpaper to create compositions inspired by the 

landscape, with the guidance of Cas. The students enjoyed the opportunity to observe the artist at 

work, while she demonstrated her methods, learning a new technique for applique.  

It was an inspiring experience for all who participated.  

  

K4 PE Trip to Loughborough University:  

On February 13th, the P.E department took 35 of the Endeavour students to visit Loughborough 

University. The visit encompassed seminars on Sports Lifestyle, Nutrition and Sports Psychology and 

a tour of Europe’s leading Sports University. There were many 'wow' moments as our students 

observed elite athletes in training and saw the world class facilities in use. The visit greatly inspired 

the students and offered an invaluable insight into the pathway to professional and international 
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level sport.  

 
K5      Duke of Edinburgh Award (Mr C Shaw) 
  
Bronze 
We have 80 students from Year 10 undertaking their Bronze award.  Our practice expeditions take 
place over two weekends, 27-28 April and 4-5 May. The cohort has been split into two with 38 
students on the first weekend and 42 on the second.  On each weekend, the groups are further split 
in half, walking either north to south or south to north.  Start/end points are Snape and Southwold. 
The response from staff has been good and we have a strong core of regular volunteers helping with 
all expeditions this year.  
  
Students will learn from their practice expedition and hopefully have a very successful assessment 
when we go on their qualifying expeditions on 15-16 June and 22-23 June.  These will be from Snape 
to Ramsholt. The planning session for the assessment expeditions is scheduled for Saturday 8th 
June. 
  
Silver 
The second half of the Easter break saw 25 students in four groups travel to the Peak District for four 
days for their qualifying expedition.  
  
All groups completed their expedition successfully with glowing reports from their Assessors.  The 
groups are now in the process of presenting their expedition aim to me in order to complete the 
expedition section. 
  
  
Gold 
This year, we have 14 students enrolled in Gold DofE.  Their Easter practice expedition was very 
successful, taking place over the first half of the Easter break in the Yorkshire Dales.  The weather 
was very kind to us this year.  A little cold in in the morning and evenings, but during the day, it was 
very pleasant for walking in the hills. 
  
They are now planning their qualifying expedition for 13-18 July (Activities Week) in the Lake District 
and this session is scheduled for Saturday 27th April at Theberton Village Hall, where we will be 
stationed for one of the Bronze practice expeditions. 
  
We are on course for another very successful year in D of E.  
 

K3 Summary of Trips and Activities  
 
You can see from the calendar below that Farlingaye continues to offer its usual wide and 
innovative variety of trips, events and activities to complement the curriculum. Please remember 
that governors are always welcome to join us for any of the public events. If you do wish to attend 
it is helpful if you can let Mrs Nunn know beforehand and she will arrange tickets for you if 
necessary. 
 

Since your last meeting: 

15 to 22 February Ski Trip 

26 February  FHSF Meeting 

28 February Year 12 Parents Evening 

1 March Open Morning 

5 March Families Forum 
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6 March NQT Conference 

7 March A level Recital Concert 

8 March  RE GCSE Conference Ipswich 

11 – 15 March Artist in Residence 

13 and 20 March Geography AS Field trip 

15 March FHSF Quiz Night 

25 to 29 March Associated Board Exams 

26 March FHSF Meeting 

27 March to 1 April Spanish Exchange to Farlingaye 

1 April Poss FGB Meeting to be confirmed 

2 and 3 April Primary Music Event  

15 to 18 April and 27 April D of E Practice Expedition  

3 May Medics Conference 

Forthcoming events to the end of the summer term: 

10 May GCSE Geography Field Trip 

16 May Parents Evening 

23 May TSST Training 

4 June Y10 Art and Photo Trip to London Galleries 

6 June Y7 Parents Evening 

8,15,16,22 and 23  June D of E Bronze  

9 June Car Boot Sale 

11 June Families Forum 
UCAS Convention 

12 June Y10 Technology Trip 

13 June Y10 Thorpe Park Business Trip 
A level Art Exhibition 

13 and 20 June  TSST Maths Training 

14 June Open Morning 

17 June Mini Fest Music Festival 

19-26 June French Exchange 

20 June Y11 Prom 

21-24 June Battlefields Trip 

24 June Summer Concert 

26 June to 3 July German Exchange 

27 June  Sailing Regatta 

1 July New Intake Day 

3 July D&T Exhibition 

5 July UEA Open Day 

8 – 10 July  Lower School Production 

10 July  Afternoon Tea for SEND 

11 July Sports Celebration Evening 

13 to 16 July D of E Gold 

15 August  A level results day 

22 August GCSE results day 
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L DEVELOPMENT AREAS (School Development Plan) 
 

  L1 Student Wellbeing and Development 
 

The Character Education programme is continuing but has not been as high profile this year. This will 

be refreshed. Progress continues to be made in building resilience and encouraging reflective 

learners. This is evidenced through lesson observations, curriculum trails, and reviews of students’ 

work and performance. There is clearly an impact from, for example, the systematic development of 

AfL in Maths and the introduction of Metacognitive Learning Strategies. 

The Careers Education focus is being delivered in a variety of ways, including through the Tutor 

programme. The school has participated in a free trial of Skills Builder, this has had mixed reaction 

from staff in terms of effectiveness. Many feel it is a good starting point but could be better. The 

school will continue with it for the remaining year of the free trial. 

The Year 9 Enterprise Day worked well helping Year 9 students to find pathways into business.  

We are currently advertising internally for a member of staff to lead on careers, as the person 

delivering careers through a service level agreement recently left Farlingaye. Rules regarding staff 

employed directly by the school delivering the careers programme have been relaxed, we intend to 

utilise this opportunity and employ someone from September 2019. This will be more cost-effective 

and should give us even better control over the development of the role. 

L2 Developing Fully-Inclusive Provision 
 
The Learning Support Team continue to liaise effectively with teaching teams to ensure a good flow 
of information about students, in order to aid the planning and delivery of a differentiated teaching 
model. Additional CPD for Middle Leaders on supporting Pupil Premium students was well-received 
and contributed to our ongoing work on closing the PP gap. 
 
L3 Building a Coherent and Positive Community 
 
Actions continue to be maintained to develop a well-ordered and positive community. A recent 
informal review of Behaviour for Farlinagey carried out by members of LT has indicated the 
following: 
 

 The school is fully aware of the difficulty of staff applying behaviour expectations with full 
consistency across all lessons. However, the school knows from observation and regular trails 
that there is a high level of consistency in practice. Staff have high expectations of students and 
behaviour is at least good in the great majority of lessons. 

 Staff use reward systems consistently. Data on the Conduct Summary shows that staff are 
noticing and rewarding good behaviour. 

 Tutors are regularly reminded to target certain behaviours and this is being applied consistently. 

 Some students (approximately 5-6 on average in each year group, but this number does vary 
significantly) are very hard to reach and not necessarily for school reasons. A range of 
interventions is used to support them, but ‘buy-in’ can be difficult to secure. The school is 
looking at how we can accelerate the move towards more high-impact interventions for 
students in significant need, based on analysis of behaviour reports and feedback from key 
staff.  

 A behaviour summary at the end of each day is shared with staff so they can see what is 
happening around the school, what interventions and sanctions have been applied and the 
impact. 
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 There has been a reduction on the number of FTEs used this year, as compared to 2017-18. 
However, the number of exclusion used is still too high and we will look to continue to reduce 
the incidence of exclusion. 

 If this involves SEN students this is taken into account when tailoring sanctions. 

 Sanctions are always discussed. There is oversight by line managers and SLT, in order to attempt 
to ensure consistency in the way they are used. 

 
 
M  KEY ISSUES 
 
M1 Key issues from the last report: 
 

 To respond appropriately and in a timely manner to the decisions made by the Farlingaye High 
School Governors in relation to the proposal to form a MAT; 

 To develop the curriculum and staffing plan for 2019-20. 

 To recruit/retain staff in order to implement the curriculum plan for 2019-20. 

 To conduct the PDR reviews and target setting for support staff, using CPD opportunities to 
develop our target-setting practice. 

 To conduct mid-year reviews for teaching staff that identify any issues of concern and facilitate 
effective support and personal development for all. 

 To utilise mock marking and other assessment-generated information to design and implement 
an effective programme of preparation for the Y11 exams in summer 2019.  

 To conduct a Curriculum Trail with a focus on Pupil Premium students to support the work of 
staff on implementing classroom practices that will help to close the progress gap; 

 To engage all staff in ensuring behaviour by students that supports a positive learning 
environment; 

 To continue to spread good practice in enlisting a Quality First Teaching approach; 

 To engage with the mental health working party within the staff body and where appropriate 
implement some of the group’s ideas. 

 To engage with the metacognitive learning working party within the staff body and where 
appropriate implement some of the group’s ideas. 

 To ensure completion of the GDPR Action Plan, understand the findings and monitor 
implementation of the agreed development points. 

 To develop a shared understanding among staff of how to promote careers education in the 
school going forward. 

 
M2 Key Actions and Developments for the Summer Term 
 

 To continue to develop plans for the transition into being part of the MAT. 

 To complete the exam preparations for Years 11-13 and to ensure the exam season runs 
smoothly and effectively in order to support student achievement. 

 To identify and plan out changes to the implementation of the Sixth Form curriculum that will 
allow for a high-quality but value-for-money delivery model to operate in full from 2020-21 
onwards, with some changes effective from Sept 2019. 

 To design a restructuring of Pupil Premium provision roles within the school. 

 To complete the first year of the Metacognition Working Party, drawing from analysis of its 
impact a plan for the second year. 

 To continue to develop the use of High Expectation tutor reports. 

 To continue to review provision that supports good mental health for staff and students. 
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M Policies / Documents 
 
 

Policies -to consider adoption of the following policies (see Governors secure area on Sharepoint):  
 
We need to discuss/approve/adopt the following updated policies / documents at the FGB meeting: 
 

Scrutinised at Sub Committee / Link Governor level – recommended for approval. 

 To be approved / 
Date 

Notes Next review date 

Peer on Peer 
(Safeguarding) 

13 May 2019 Recommended for approval 
following review and approval by SH 
Safeguarding link Governor and CH 
Safeguarding Manager 

May 2020 

Prevent (Safeguarding) 13 May 2019 Recommended for approval 
following review  and approval by SH 
Safeguarding link Governor and CH 
Safeguarding Manager 

May 2020 

Safeguarding 
(Appendix 1) 

13 May 2019 Recommended for approval 
following review and approval  by SH 
Safeguarding link Governor and CH 
Safeguarding Manager 

May 2020 

Safeguarding – Main 
Policy 

Delay until July 2019 Continues to be scrutinised by SH 

and CH and a recommendation will 

be made to FGB ready for approval 

at the meeting on 10 July 

 

Accounting No change to 
existing policy - for 
approval 
13 May 2019 

Resource  May 2020 

Bursary No Change to 
existing policy – for 
approval 
13 May 2019 

Resource  May 2020 

HR Policies Handling 
Redundancy, Home 
Tuition, Recruitment 
and Selection, 
Adoption/Maternity 
Leave/Shared Parental 
leave and Performance 
Management 

To be confirmed. Resources  

First Aid – Medical 
 
 
 
 

No changes to 
existing policy 

FGB  
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Social Inclusion Key points in 
Equality Objectives 
Policy - no longer 
required  
Will be removed 
from the Policy 
Schedule 
 

HT Review N/A 

Approaches to 
Monitoring and 
Tracking and Self 
review 

Key points in 
Assessment Policy - 
no longer required 
Will be removed 
from the Policy 
Schedule 
 

HT Review N/A 

 

 
 
 
 
 


